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Figure 1 – Temporal Patterns of Cough

Temporal distribution of coughs

[Bar charts showing temporal patterns of coughs for 18 persons, labeled 1 to 18. The x-axis represents time of day (0:00 to 24:00), and the y-axis represents the number of coughs (0 to 150). The charts display varying patterns of cough occurrence throughout the day.]
Figure 2 – Spatial Patterns of Cough
Figure 3 - Cough Exposure Risk Heatmap
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ABSTRACT

Background
Cough, which is often ignored, is an increasingly important symptom in the context of Covid-19.

Methods
We used a smartphone app to collect putative cough sounds in remote Madagascar villages. We developed an artificial intelligence algorithm to verify which were actual coughs. We plotted cough data in space and time to describe its epidemiology.

Results
Cough was ubiquitous and common (median of 17.6 per hour), but the temporal and spatial distribution of coughing varied considerably between subjects.

Conclusions
Using mobile phones to detect and monitor coughing could be an important tool for clinical medicine and public health. However, pragmatic challenges and policy issues need urgent attention for this to become a practical approach.
BACKGROUND

Cough is a common symptom that often goes unnoticed or ignored \(^1\). However, because it is a presenting symptom in up to 75\% of Covid-19 infections, increased attention and better cough monitoring approaches are important in controlling the pandemic \(^2\).

Digital and mobile phone based technologies are capable of detecting cough as well as determining the etiology and severity of pulmonary disease \(^3,4\). In the context of Covid-19, this information could be used to promote early self-isolation and health-seeking, thereby preventing transmission especially for undocumented cases which are significantly contributing to the burden of disease \(^5\). Anonymized geocoded trends in cough frequency could alert public health practitioners to the early detection of geographic hotspots and help inform containment policies. Furthermore, real time awareness of a patient’s cough frequency could help health care providers remotely monitor disease progression in their patients thus limiting the need for high-risk person-to-person interactions \(^6\). Smartphone based detection technology is potentially simple and robust enough to be deployed at scale globally \(^7\).

METHODS

In July 2018, we launched an iOS mobile phone application (ResApp Health™) to explore the relationship between cough, tuberculosis and indoor air pollution in villages of remote Madagascar. The phones recorded putative cough sounds and their geographic coordinates from 18 consenting adult volunteers for 2 days each (6 tuberculosis patients and 12 controls). We subsequently listened to the 31,704 sound files that were recorded and classified each as ‘cough’ (23\%), ‘not cough’ (75\%) or ‘undetermined’ (2\%). With the resulting dataset [see supplementary
appendix 1], we trained a convolutional neural network to generate an automated cough classifier. The classifier performed well on an independent test set of 1,832 putative coughs with a 60/40 no-cough/cough split, correctly categorizing 92.1% of sounds, with a sensitivity of 91.3% and specificity of 92.6% (Area Under the Curve of 96.9%) [see supplementary appendix 2].

RESULTS
We found cough to be ubiquitous and frequent with villagers coughing a median of 17.6 (SD: ± 11.2) times each hour. We mapped coughs over time and found significant (as measured through cross-wise Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests) person-to-person variability in the circadian pattern of cough (Figure 1). While merely anecdotal, it is interesting that a villager with tuberculosis (subject 6) had a relatively constant cough, while others without tuberculosis (subjects 2, 4 and 18) have more intermittent coughs. The relative concentration vs. dispersion of coughs over space and time is consistent with illness versus cooking-related indoor air pollution provoked cough episodes. At a population level, the combination of spatial and temporal variations in cough could be a tool for disease surveillance and early outbreak detection. Figure 3 [animated in supplementary appendix 3] shows a cough heatmap that integrates both time and space, thus depicting areas at higher risk of exposure to cough and presumably, airborne disease transmission.

CONCLUSION
We have shown that it is feasible to use mobile phones to detect and monitor coughs. Because mobile phone-based technology is rapidly scalable we propose that such an approach can facilitate screening, detection and surveillance of Covid-19. It could be integrated into telemedicine or other mobile phone-based applications for Covid-19 or other infectious diseases. This acoustic
surveillance could be a powerful public health tool in high income countries with broad network coverage or in low-income countries where traditional surveillance is difficult to deploy. However, doing so will require rapid progress in solving technical and pragmatic challenges. The generalizability of our model is limited by the fact that it was trained on data from only one setting and more AI training is needed with more diverse data sets before it can be implemented more widely. To facilitate rapid improvement and deployment, we are making our annotated cough data and cough classifier software code open access and encourage others to do the same.

The Covid-19 pandemic presents a unique opportunity for technologists, clinicians and public health authorities to rapidly collect and share data to bring cutting edge artificial intelligence-based approaches to improve health globally. The urgency of doing so, however, must not compromise the principles of privacy, equity, and freedom, and must include mechanisms that prevent the proliferation of bias and spurious solutions. Addressing those and other practical implementation challenges now will lead to increased pandemic preparedness for the future.
FIGURES

Figure 1 – Temporal Patterns of Cough

Figure 1 - Temporal patterns of cough frequency (bar height) by time of day (horizontal axis) between the participants (numbered panels). There is a significant difference in the diurnal patterns, with some fairly constant (e.g. subject 6) and others episodic (e.g. subjects 2, 4 and 18).

Figure 2 – Spatial Patterns of Cough

Figure 2 - Spatial pattern of cough showing the movement (lines and green markers) and coughs (red markers) of two Malagasy villagers. Participant 2 (left) traveled widely but his/her coughs were concentrated in space/time, a pattern suggesting indoor air pollution exposure. Participant 8 (right) remained near his/her village, and had a more uniform temporal distribution of coughs, a pattern more compatible with respiratory illness. Note: coordinates were re-centered so as to hide true locations.

Figure 3 - Cough Exposure Risk Heatmap

Figure 3 - A cough heatmap that integrates both time and space, thus depicting areas at higher (red) and lower (blue) risk of exposure to cough, and presumably, disease prevalence and likelihood of airborne disease transmission.
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Supplementary Appendix 1

Supplementary Appendix 1 contains the complete data set of putative coughs recorded. Each putative cough sound file is matched with a denominative ID (linkable to audio file) and human classification (cough vs. not cough).

Labels: [http://droneots.com/labels](http://droneots.com/labels)

Sounds: [http://droneots.com/sounds](http://droneots.com/sounds)

Password:

Supplementary Appendix 2

Supplementary Appendix 2 contains the software code for our cough classification, as well as full model evaluation results: [https://github.com/joebrew/coughtracker](https://github.com/joebrew/coughtracker)
Supplementary Appendix 3

An annotated cough heatmap that depicts areas at higher (red) and lower (blue) risk of exposure to cough over time in a defined region.